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In this paper, we exhibit a Galois theory for graded rings in which the
zero degree term is commutative and the automorphisms are homogeneous of
zero degree.
If RczS are rings, we will always suppose that R and S have the same unit.
Futhermore all modules are unitary and ring homomorphisms carry the unit
into the unit. In general, G(S/R) will denote the group of all i?-automorphisms
of S but if S is a graded ring and R is an homogeneous subring, then G(S/i?) will
be the group of all homogeneous i?-automorphisms of zero degree of S. With
Z(S) we indicate the center of S.
Let A= ®A{ be a graded ring, in which / is a monoid that verifies a certain
i εr

condition, AoaZ(A) and let B a subring of A. If A is weakly Galois over B in the
sense of [7], that is, A is separable over B and finitely generated and projective as a right B-module and there is a finite group F c G(A/B) such that AF =
B, then we show here that the theory of A over B can be reduced to the theory
of Ao over Z?o. We obtain:
(a) Ao is weakly Galois over Bo and A~A0®B
B.
(b)
G(AIB)^G(AJB0).
(c) For each finite subgroup H of G(AjB), AH~Af®BQ
B,
(d) The fundamental theorems of Galois theory that we know in the
commutative case are valid here ([1], [6], and [7]).
(e) If C is a subring of A containing B and separable over B> then C is
an homogeneous subring and C~C ®
B, where BoczCo(lAo
and Co is -Boseparable.
(f)
If σ is a 5-automorphism of A, then σ is homogeneous of zero degree.
The author wishes to thank Prof. O. Villamayor, for his important suggestions and also Prof. M. Harada and Prof. A. Micali. This parper was wirtten
while the author was under a fellowship granted by Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tέcnicas.
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1. On graded rings and graded modules
The definition of separable extension for non commutative rings is the
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same as in [3]. Here (/,+) is an additive monoid, A=®A{

is a graded ring

over / and M= © M f is a graded module over A.
We say that / verifies (7J if:
For all i andj in I, i-\-j=Q =#> i=j—0.
If / is a totally ordered monoid we say that / verifies (72) (resp. (73)) if:
(7 2 ): 0 is the first element of I.
(7 3 ): 7 is cancellatίve, i.e., i-\-j=i-\-k=¥ j=k, for i,j, k in I.
If 7 is a totally ordered monoid that verifies (72) and (73), it shall be called
admisible.
The conditions (72) and (73) are independent. If 7 verifies (72) then
verifies (7J (the converse is not true). Therefore, if 7 is admisible then 7
verifies (7J. It is clear that if 7 is an admisible monoid and ip^I(p=l,
••• ,w),
n

n

we have Σ ip^ίq for all q and Σ ip=i<ί=^ip=0 for all p + q.
The next proposition is clear:
Proposition 1.1. Let M= © M{ be α graded right module over the graded
ring A= © Aiy and B= φ B{ an homogeneous subring of A, where I verifies (7Λ
Then:
(a)
(b)
(c)

M is finitely generated over A =Φ MO is finitely generated over Ao.
M is A-projective =#> Mo is A0-projective.
A is B-separable =Φ A O is B^-separable.

In [2] we developed a Galois theory of non commutative rings that verify
the condition (H) (see section 2 in [2]). In graded rings this condition has
the following setting:
L e m m a 1.2.

Let A=(B A{ be a graded ring over an admisible monoid I

and let us suppose that AoaZ(A).
If v<=A®z A0 and μ(v)=μ(v2) then μ(v)
=po^Ao is an ίdempotentί where μ: A®ZA°->A is the multiplication map.
P

Proof.
yh=yΣl

Let v= 2 x. ® y°j^A ®z A0 be and let us suppose that # y = Σ ajy

bkh and μ(v)=^

pr^A,

are the decompositions in the homogeneous

components, since,
P

I

P

\

P

μ(v2) = Σ Xj ( Σ Xhjh) y, = Σ Xj μ>(υ)yj, we have,

Σ «5ίr*ί
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As / is admisible and AoaZ(A)y

from (*) we have po=po^

If the finite set J'={r: r e / , rφO and prφ0}
from the (*) we obtain:
Pm=Έ
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a

°j b°j=pl.

contains a first element my

δ

. Σ m a) p0 b) + g *S A. ? = 2f o Pm- Multiplying by p0, we have popm

=0 and then pm=0.
Therefore, / ' is empty and pr=0 for all r.
The proof of the following lemma is obtained by using the same method
as the proof of the theorem 2.2 in [F].
Lemma 1.3. Let R(zT(zS be rings such that T is R-separable and let
Σ %i®yi^T®R
T be the element that satisfies the separability conditions. Iff:
i

T->S is an R-ring homomorphism, then,
(a)

* Σ ** /(J. H Σ *i f{y.) A*)> M all x in T.

(b)

Σ Xi f{yi)= 1 ^ / = 1 T (i.e., f is the inclusion of T in S).

(c)

Ifef=ψ

i

i

x^ifiy^tES®*

S\ then μ(ef)=μ(ef).

Corollary 1.4. Let BczA an homogeneous subring, graded over an admisible
monoid where AoaZ(A)
and BczC a subring of A which is B-separable. If
Σ xί ®y%^C®B C is the element that satisfies the separability conditions and
f: C-+A is a B-ring homomorphism then Σ xif(χi)=Po^Ao

is an idempotent.

i

Proof.

From the lemma 1.2 it follows trivially.

Proposition 1.5. Let BaCaA
be homogeneous subrings of A, graded over
an admisible monoid where AoczZ(A) and C is B-separable. Iff: C-+A is a B-ring
homomorphism homogeneous of zero degree, thenf/Co=lCo if and only iff=lc.
Proof.
conditions.

Let Σ Xi®yi^C®BC

be the element that satisfies the separability

From the former corollary, Σ χif(yi):==Po^Ao.

We denote with

x°i and y°t the homogeneous components of zero degree of x4 and yt respectively
and we have:^> 0 =Σ #?/(?«)> by equating of zero degrees in the last relation*
If flCo=lCo,
χ

Σ if{yi)=]

since that ^ G Q if follows that po=J^

1

an(

xot y°t=ί.

Therefore,

i from the lemma 1.3,/=l c .

We have proved the following theorem, that plays a fundamental role, as
a straight forward consequence of the preceding proposition, with G{AjB) we
denote the group of all JS-automorphisms homogeneous of zero degree of A.
Theorem 1.6. Let B c A be an homogeneous subring such that A is B-separable , graded over an admisible monoid where AoczZ(A).
If σ is a B-automor-
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phίsm homogeneous of degree zero of A, then σ/Ao = lAo if and only if σ = lA.
Therefore, G(AIB)aG(A0IB0)
via the mapping σ-^σjAQ.
2.

Some remarks

From here on, with the exception of the cases speciality appointed, we
assume that A = © A{ is a graded ring over an admisible monoid /, where
iεί

AoaZ(A) and B is a subring of A, automorphism means automorphism homogeneous of zero degree and group of automorphisms means group of automorphisms homogeneous of zero degree. Finally, the group of all automorphisms means the group of all automorphisms homogeneous of zero degree.
If B=AGy GCΣG(A/B), then B is a homogeneous subring of A. It is clear that
if G is a finite group of automorphisms of A and B=AG, A is strong Galois
over B if and only if Ao is strong Galois over Bo. If A is weakly Galois over B
with all group G, then Ao is strong Galois over Bo with all group G(A0/B0) ZD Go.
On the other hand, there is co£zAo such that tr(£ 0 )=l if and only if there
is c0 e Ao such that tr(co)= 1.
If A is strong Galois over B and A has no idempotents except 0 and 1, G
(AIB)=G(AJB0) and furthermore is equal to the group of all 5-automorphisms
(homogeneous and non homogeneous) of A, since we can to apply the theorem
5.3. in [2] (A verifies (H)). In this case, strong Galois is equivalent to weakly
Galois and in the following we say A is Galois over B means A is weakly Galois
over B,

We use frequently same property over the boolean spectrum of a ring
2?, developed in [7] for the commutative case. This property are valid here
in an obvious way, since the idempotents are central idempotents. If A is Galois over B and x^ Spect %$(B), then Ax is Galois over Bx in the graded sense.
3. Rings without non trivials idempotents
Proposition 3.1. If A has no idempotents except 0 and 1 and A is Galois
over B with group G, the usual correspondence in the Galois theory is a one-to-one
correspondence between the subgroups of G and the subrings C of A such that
BdC
and C is B-separable. If H is a subgroup of G and C is a B-separable subring of
Ay the following conditions are equivalent:
(a)
C=AH.
(b) C0=Atf (i.e., C o correspond to H in the [1] theory).
Furthermore, all separable B-subrίng of A is an homogeneous subring.

Proof. Since A verifies (H) and tr(A)=B, from the theorem 3.3 in [2] we
have the correspondence between subgroups and subrings. As every subring
C which is inseparable is equal to AH for some subgroup H of G, C is homogeneous. It is clear that (a) implies (b). Conversely, if H is the subgroup such

GALOIS THEORY FOR GRADED RINGS
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that CQ=AQ (given by the theroy in [1]) and H is the subgroup such that
H/
C=A
(given by the theorem 3.3 in [2]), then H'dH.
If σ^H then σ/C0
= 1CQ.
From proposition 1.5., σ/C = lc and follows that σ G f f , which
completes the proof.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be strong Galois over B with group G. Then,
H
{a) For every subgroup H of G, A ~A?
®Bo B. In particular, A
~Ao®BoB.
Furthermore, if A has no idempotents except 0 and 1,
(b) The condition (a) and (b) in the proposition 5.1. are equivalents to
C^A$®BoB.
(c) A subrίng C= © C{ of A, is separable over B if and only if
C—C0®BQ
B, where Co is BQ-separable.
Proof. From the theorem 5.1 in [4], follows trivially (α) and (b). If Co
is inseparable and C~C0 ®Bo B, then C is ^-separable. Conversely, if C is
^-separable, C=Aff ®BQB
for some subgroup H of G with A^=-C^ which
completes the proof.
Proposition 3.3. Let Ao and Bo be commutative rings, such that AQ is strong
Galois over Bo with group G and let B=B0 © ( ® Bλ be any graded ring over an
admisible monoid where BoczZ(B)o.
Then A=AQ®BQB
strong Galois over B with homogeneous group G and

is a graded ring which is
AodZ(A).

Proof. As Ao and B are Z?0-algebras and Bo is a direct summand of B
as i?0-modules, A is graded and Aoa.Z(A).
To complete the proof it is enough
to apply the theorem 5.2. In [4].

4.

Rings with finitely many idempotents

Let G be the group of all ^-automorphisms of A. Let us suppose that A
has finitely many idempotents and that A is Galois over B with all group G. If
B has no idempotents, these are in Bo and then are central idempotents.
Therefore, these induce a corresponding decomposition of B and A as a direct
sum of rings, for which holds the same remark preceding to the proposition
1.2 in [6], Therefore, we can suppose that B has no idempotents except 0
and 1. We assume that B has this property.
Let G' be the group of all i?0-automorphisms of Ao. Then, Ao is Galois over
Bo with all group G'. Since Bo has no idempotents except 0 and 1, from the
n

proposition 1.3 in [6], Ao= © A0.eiy where [e ] is the finite set of the minimal
idempotents of Ao (and of A); each A0.ei is Galois over Bo; G' is fiinte and is
equal to the semidirect product of the symmetric group of order n and the pro-
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duct of the automorphism groups of the summands.
We emphasize, in this section, with the exception of the cases specially
appoined, we suppose that A is Galois over B with all group G and B has no
idempotents except 0 and 1 and we indicate with G' the group of all B -2LUX.Omorphisms of Ao and with {e^ the set of minimal idempotents of Ao.
0

Proposition 4.1. A is direct sum of the homogeneous subrings A.e{ (£=1, ,
n). Each A.e{ has no idempotents except 0 and 1 and is strong Galois over B.
Finally G=G' is semidirect product of the symmetric group of order n and the
product of the automorphism groups of the summands Ax{ over B,
Proof. Since every idempotent in A is central, the same method as in the
proof of the proposition 1.3. in [6], shows the first part and the decomposition
of G in semidirect product. We also obtain that for every iyjy A-ei—A'βj and
Gi^^Gjy where Gi=G(A-eiIB).
Since A-e{ verifies (H) and it is ^-separable, if
(A'ei)Gi=By the second part follows. In fact, we denote with B{ the image of
B by the canonical map h{: B^A'e{.
If a^{A'e{)Giy choosing isomorphisms
n

a •: A.ei-^A'ej(j^l,'"yn)

with (Xi=idA.e.y we have that c = Σ cCj(a)^AG = B

and hi(c)=a. Therefore, #(=£, and this proof that {A-e^fi^B^
Then A*e{ is strong Galois over B{ with group G{. Then, B{ is a direct
summand of A'e{ as right J5rmodule {i.e. as right S-module) and therefore, B{
is S-projective. Then the following succession splits, 0—>Ker(Af )—>B—>Bj—>0.
We have, Ker{ht)=e.By where e is an idempotent in B. Since e = 0, A, is
injective and B{~B.
Finally, if G' is the group of all 50-automorphisms of A0 ei9 from the former
remark in section 2, Gi=G/iy for every i and then G=G'.
Using the same technique in [6] (see 4, section 3) we have:
H

Proposition 4.2. For any subgroup H of G, A

is B-separable.

Proof. We define an equivalence relation in {1, 2, , n} by ir^j if there is
σ^H such that σ{ei)=eJ.
If/ is an equivalence class and ^ / = Σ eiy then ey. is
a minimal idempotent of AH and all minimal idempotents of AH are of
this form. Therefore, AH=Q)AH'ej
and it is enough to prove that AH ej is
B-separable for every /.
Let io^Jbe and for each ί Έ / w e choose σ^H such that (Xi—σJA e^ is
an isomorphism of A eio onto A e£. We define θ: A>eiQ->A for θ{x)=*Σ &i{χ)'
Then θ is a J3-isomorρhism onto a subring of A (except that θ maps the identity
element in A eiQ to eJy which is the identity element in Im(0) but not in A), such
If Hi is the subgroup of Gz that we obtain for restriction to A e{ of the
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elements σ^H such that σ(eio)=eiQ, from the proposition 3.1., (A.eio)Hio is inseparable. But the image of (A eio)Hi<> for (9 is exactly AH e 7 . Therefore, AH ^
is S-separable.
Proposition 4.3. 5 ώ # direct summand of A as right B- module and the
projection π: A^B is homogeneous of zero degree (this result is true if B has a
finitely many ίdempotents). For each subgroup H of G, A ~A%® B>
In
particular, A~A ®
B.
H

BQ

0

Proof.

BQ

From the proposition 4.1 and from the proposition 3.2. follows that
0 Ao eΛ®Bo

A~(BA'ei—(

B~A0®BQ

B, and this shows the first part.

Since A IDB are commutative rings and Ao is 50-projective, Bo is a direct
summand of Ao as 2?0-module. If π'\ A0->B0 is the projection, π = π'®l:
Ao®Bo B->Bo®Bo B^B is an homogeneous of zero degree projection of A onto
B. If B has a finitely many idempotents, this result follows by decomposition
of B in a direct sum.
Let H be a subgroup of G and φ: A<f®BoB->AH> such that φ(a0® b)=ao.b.
Since AH is ^-separable and A is finitely generated and projective as right
5-module, A is ^l^-separable and finitely generated and projective as right AHmodule.
Then A is Galois over AH and follows that AH is a direct summand of A
as right ^4H-module with an homogeneous projection of degree zero π1: A-*AH
and A? is a direct summand of AQ as ^l^-module. The last conclusion shows
that A? ®B0 B is a direct summand of A^Ao®Bo
B as right ^-module and
follows that φ is injective, since it is the restriction of the last isomorphism to
the direct summand. If a^AHczA^A0®BQ
B, then a=Σ al. biy where a^A0
0

0

znάbi^B.
Therefore, a=π1(a)=>Σπ1(ao).bi==φ(Σπ1(afό)®bi)^lm(φ)y
completes the proof.

which

5. General case
Proposition 5.1. If A is Galois over B with all group G, for every finite
subgroup F of G, AF~AF®Bo
Bf In particular, A^A ®
B.
0

BQ

F

Proof. Let φ: A ®
n->A , the map defined by φ (ao®b)=ao.b. For
every x^ Spect S(B0) — Spect J£(B) (see section 2 in [7]), the theory in the
former section applies to Ax over Bx. Then (AOχ)F*®Bo Bx^(Ax)Fχ
and since
F

BQ

F is finite follows that {AF)x®Bθχ

BX^(AF)X

and therefore

(AF®BQB)X~(AF)X.

Since this isomorphism is φχy for every xG Spect J$(B)y φ is an isomorphism.
Proposition 5.2. If A is Galois over B with all group G, then G~G(A0/BQ).
Proof.

From the theorem 1.6, the map G^G(A0IB0) a such that σ-^σjAQ
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is injective. Next if TG G{AojBQ) then τ® 1 is a Z?-automorphism of A such that
τ®l/A0=τ,
Therefore, the map G(A0IB0^G> such that τ->τ(g)l is the inverse
of the former map.
Proposition 5.3. // A is Galois over B with all group Gy every subring
B-separable C is an homogeneous subring and there is a finite subgroup H of G{AjB)
H
such that
A =C,

Proof. Let φ: A->A0®BQB
be the isomorphism of the proposition 5.1.
Then A®BA — (AO®BQB)®B(AO®BOB)^I(A0®BQA0)®BQB~AO®BOA,
where
Ao®BoA is a graded ring in which, the elements homogeneous of degree i are
given by the submodule A0®BQAJ.
We denote with ψ: A®B A^Ao®Bo
A, the
former isomorphism and then it is easy to check that if a®a'^A®B
Ay ψ(a®a')
=Λlr(a®ί)(ί®af) and if ao®a<=Ao®BoA, then
ψ-1(ao®a)=ao®a(Ξ:A®BA.
Let C be a 5-separable subring of A,xi9

3;t ( z = l , •••,/«), the elements in C such

m

that £ = Σ Xi®Vi^C®BC

satisfies the separability conditions and i: C-^A the

inclusion. Then for every x^C, x(i®i)(e)=(i®i)(e)x.
= 2 « f . ® V, ( Σ Λ?ί5'f) = Σ Λ ? f ® Ji
j

J

J

i

j

J

m

A®BA.

Therefore,

y

ΣjXiXj®yJyi

In this relation we applied the

J

isomorphism ψ. Then, using the lemma 1.2. and applying ψ" 1 , we obtain
(1) 2 xj®yj=lϊl
u°ί®v°i<=A®B A, where u\ and v\ are in Ao.
Since ^4 is finitely generated and projective as right S-module and
A^A0®BQB,
we choose a°r^AQ, 9? y EHom β (i', B')(A' is the structure of A as
right jB-module), r = l , ,n, such that β = Σ β r <Pr(a)> f° r every # ^ ^ 1 , where
9?r is homogeneous of zero degree for all r. Since C is separable over B, A is
finitely generated and projective as right C-module and it is easy to see that the
projective coordinate system is a°r, ψ r G H o m c ( 4 ' , C*), where ψr(a) =
Σ ^ r ^ -^y) 'Vjy f° r every a in A and for all r. From (1) follows that ψr(a)
= Σ 9?r(^ ^<) ^< and then ψr is homogeneous of zero degree.
Co=CΓϊAoy

Therefore, if

for every ao<=Ao we have, αo = Σ f l r ^ r K ) } where

Ψr/A0

o

Then ^40 is C0-projective and finitely generated and follows that A0=C0(BD0
as C0-module. Let ^ = Σ c^C be. If co=cό-\-do where cό^C0 and do^Do we
have, ψ r ( l ) β?o=i/rr(l) ί:o—-ψy(l) c£ = zero degree(^r(l)c)—ψr(cΌ)=zero degree
(ψr(c))-ψr(cί)=Λlrr(c0-cί)^C0ΠDo.
Therefore, do=^a°rψr(l).^=0.
From
this follows that 7r: C->C0 defined by 7r(Σ Ci)=cQ, for every 2 ci^C> is a

rm

g

homomorphism onto Co and from the proposition 2.4 in [3], Co is separable
over π(B)=BQ.
Then there is a finite subgroup F of G such that Aξ=^CQ. If σ G f , from
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Since y°t^COy by equating zero degree,

Ό

Po = Έxϊ<r(y i) = Έx ty°i = l and from the lemma 1.3, σjC=\c.
i

CCZAF=AF®BQB=CO®BO

Therefore

i

BczC and follows that C=AF

is an homogeneous

subring.
Proposition 5.4. If A is Galois over B with homogeneous group G, all
B-automorphism of A {homogeneous and non homogeneous) is homogeneous of zero
degree and is in G.

Proof. If B has no idempotents except 0 and 1 and G' is the group of all
β-automorphisms (homogeneous and non homogeneous) of A> with the same
method in the proposition 4.1. and using the same notation we prove that G'
is a semidirect product of the symmetric group of order n and the product of
the automorphism (homogeneous and non homogeneous) groups of every A βi
over B. From the remark in section 2, the automorphism groups of every A e{
over B is equal to the group of automorphisms homogeneous of zero degree of
A e£ over B. Then, G'=G.
In the general case, if σ is a i?-automorphism of A, σx is a i^-automorphism
of Aχy for every xG Spect J$(B). From the first part σx is homogeneous of zero
degree and then, it is easy to see that σ is homogeneous of zero degree.
In [6] and [7] the correspondence of Galois theory is developed,
between separable subrings of A and some subgroups of G. The concepts of
fat subgroups and subgroups that verify (3.8a) and (3.8.b) in [6] and [7]
respectively, are similar here since G(A/B)=G(AJB0) are the same as a subgroup
of A or Ao. We say that these subgroups are special subgroups.
Theorem 5.5. If A is Galois over B with group G, the usual correspondence
in the Galois theory is a one-to-one correspondence between subrings of A containing
B and are B-separables and special subgroups of G. If H is a special subgroup of
G and C is a B-subring separable of A, the following conditions are equivalent:
1°)
C=AH.
2°) C0=A%
(i.e., CQ correspond to H in the Villamayor and Zelinsky
theory).
3°)
C=A$®BoB.
In particular, a subring C = , φ / C, of A containing B is B-separable if and
only if C~C0®BQB,
where Co is B-separable.

Proof. If H is a special subgroup of G, there is a finite subgroup F of G
such that AH=AF.
Then AH~AF®BQB
= A$® B
and since A? is SoH
separable, A is inseparable. If C is a B-separable subring of A, from the
proposition 5.4. C=AH, for some special subgroup H of G. The correspondence is one-to-one since AH=AH'
where H and H' are special subgroups of
BO
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Ay then A$=Aψ and follows that H=H'. The last part follows trivially from
the {σ: σ E G and σ/C=ίc}={σ: σ^G and σ/C o =l C o }, as follows from the
proposition 1.5.
6. Some final results
Proposition 6.1. If B has no idempotents except 0 and I, A is separable
over B and projective as right module over B and AG=B, where G is the group of
the all B-automorphisms of A if and only if there is a subgroup H of G such that
A is strong Galois over B with group H.
Proof.

If A is separable over B and projective as right 5-module and

G

A =B, then AQ is weakly Galois over Bo with group G(A0IB0) and A0=φ

A0 ei9

where {e{} is the set of the minimal idempotents in Ao and A^e{ is strong Galois
over Bo. Then, it is easy to prove that A e{ is Galois over B with group
Gi=G(A eiIB). Therefore A*e{ is finitely generated as β-module, and follows
that A is finitely generated as jB-module. Now, as in the first part of the
proof of (3.15) in [7], we have a subgroup H of G such that AH=B and
o(H)=n o(Gi). Then, as in the theorem 2 in [5] we can obtain that A is strong
Galois over B with group H. The converse is trivial.
Corollary 6.2. If B has no idempotents except 0 and ϊ, A is weakly Galois
over B with all group G if and only if there is a subgroup H of G such that A is
strong Galois over B with group H.
The former proposition shows that we can omit the assumption A is finitely
generated over B, as in [6]. If B has idempotents, this results follows by
localization in each #eSρect j£(B). Besides, if B has no idempotents except
0 and 1 and A is Galois over B, A is strong Galois over B with group H and
follows that trH: A-+B> defined by trH(ά)= 2 σ(a), is surjective. Then A is
faithfully projective as right 5-module.

In general, we have:

Proposition 6.3. If A is Galois over B with group G, then A is faithfully
projective as right B-module.
Proof. If/: M->N is a left 5-homomorphism such that lA®f: A®BM
^A®BNis
injective, since^4—A 0 ® B o B we have, lAo®f:
A ® M-^A ® N
is injective. Since Ao is faithfully projective over Bo, it follows that/ is injective.
Q

BQ

0

BQ

Theorem 6.4. Let Ao and Bo be commutative rings such that Ao is Galois
over Bo with group G and B=B0(B(@ B{) any graded ring over an admίsίble monoid
ίφO

where BoaZ{B).
Then A=A ®
B is a graded ring which is Galois over B with
homogeneous group G and AoaZ(A).
0

BQ
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Proof. If BQ has no idempotents except 0 and 1, there is a subgroup H of
G such that Ao is strong Galois over Bo with group H. Then, from the proposition 3.3. A = Ao®BoB
is strong Galois over B with homogeneous group G
and therefore follows our result. In general, A=A0®BQB
is ^-separable and
finitely generated and projective as right B-module. If H is a finite subgroup of
G such that Atf=B0, for each x<= Spect &(B0), (AOχ)H*=BOχ.
From the first part
AOχ®Bθχ
Bx is weakly Galois over Bx and then
{AH)x={Ax)H*=(AOχ®BQχBx)HX
= {AOχ)Hx®B0χ BX=BX.
Therefore AH=B, which completes the proof.
UNIVERSIDAD DE ROSARIO
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